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a  b  s  t  r a  c t

Antibacterial  coatings  containing  different  amount  of  metallic  silver  nanoclusters  embedded  in a silica

matrix have been  deposited  by  co-sputtering  technique  on  several different polymers  used in mobile

telephones components  such  as:  screens, covers,  and  microphone  felts.

Sputtering parameters  have been  varied to obtain  different  coating  thickness  and silver  content,  in

order to  meet  antibacterial,  aesthetic and  functional  requirements  for  each  component. In  particular,

an antibacterial  functionality  has  been obtained for  screens, covers and felts  without affecting  their

respective transparency,  aesthetic  and  acoustic properties.

The optimal  parameters  for  each part  have  been  used  to obtain  an  antibacterial  mobile  telephone

suitable for  personnel  operating  in  hospitals  or  other  environments with  potentially  high  bacterial  con-

tamination.

© 2014  Elsevier B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Bacterial contamination is a problem for medical devices but

also for a  wide number of everyday life objects used by hundreds

of  people, especially in public places and hospitals. For these rea-

sons, the antibacterial functionality is  more and more an important

added value.

Various antibacterial coatings have been investigated in  the

literature [1–11] and some of them are available on the market

[12–15]. In particular silver-containing materials are being widely

used since silver is known to have a powerful anti-bacterial activity

[5,16,17] and to induce low bacterial resistance compared to that

of  antibiotics. These features are of  high importance to fight the

worldwide plague of bacterial increased resistance to antibiotics,

in  particular inside hospitals [18,19].

Several techniques able to  provide an antibacterial surface on

different materials have been developed [1–11].
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The drawback of most techniques is that they do not give

thermal and mechanical stable coatings or that they considerably

change the appearance of the coated materials.

The process used in the present work allows the synthesis by

co-sputtering technique of an antibacterial layer characterized by

silver  nanoclusters embedded in a  silica matrix. The co-sputtering

technique is extremely versatile: the thickness and silver (or other

metals) content can be tailored to fulfil different antibacterial

and aesthetic requirements. These layers combine the chemical,

mechanical and thermal stability of silica with the broad spectrum

antibacterial activity of silver.

Silver nanoclusters-silica composite antibacterial layers on sil-

ica,  soda-lime and some polymers have been fully characterized

and discussed in [20–25].  They are suitable for most of  substrates,

in particular for polymers [25], which are mostly used for mobile

telephone components.

Mobile telephones are in the top ten of the most used objects by

billions of people every day. The mobile telephone is  manipulated in

different situations (at work, at home, in public spaces, etc.), stored

in  various places (bags, pockets, desks, cars, etc.) and it is in contact

with our body (ear, hand, mouth, hair, etc.) with strong potential

to  carry high levels of bacteria.

A scientific research [26] systematically studied bacterial con-

tamination of public telephones on the ear and mouth pieces. The
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